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36th Year Anniversary Promotion
*** Powered by our Data Research
Development Technology Engine.

As
we
are
celebrating our 36th Year
Anniversary this October
2011, Crystal Swiftlets is proud to present you the
latest high-tech Aerodramus Acoustic Tweeter - Model
CS98AB
This two-part tweeter set is specifically design for use in
internal nesting areas with the objective of attracting
more edible white nests swiftlets and retaining them
eventually.
This NEW HIGH TECH CS98AB tweeter is specially
designed for optimal sound output. The Model’s special physical architecture was born out of many years of
research and development to determine the nest pattern surface grip for swiftlets and to encourage them to build
their edible white nests comfortably.
This NEW HIGH TECH CS98AB tweeter is easy to fix and install.
After so many years of Research and Development, this special tweeter CS98AB set has the most optimal
acoustic configuration specifications for nesting purposes than any other types of swiftlet farm tweeters in the
world.
This CS98AB tweeter set is also specially design to encourage greater number of nests per tweeter per area of
installation.
Also, this NEW HIGH TECH CS98AB tweeter set is specifically designed with solid and dimpled exterior to allow
for east harvesting of nests.
The CS98AB set also has a concave dimension which allows for larger and thicker nests to be formed.
W ith this CS98AB HIGH TECH tweeter set, past problems of working around right-angled nesting planks will
easily be solved with the right -angled inner back of the CS98AB tweeter set which automatically fits nicely and
easily to the corners of all nesting planks.
W ith this CS98AB HIGH TECH tweeter, fungus and mold problems which easily encountered within most swiftlet
farms shall be a thing of the past as fungus and mold are totally adverse to the polycarbonate material of the
tweeter set.

* Distributor of Swiftlet Farming Equipment
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* Construction of Swiftlet Farms
* Original Swiftlet Mating Sounds
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This HIGH TECH CS98AB tweeter is made from high quality honey-combed interior structure which allows for
greater wear and tear, is long lasting and requires little or no maintenance to function properly.
Technical Information
Frequenc y response: 2.3k- 23kHz
Sensitivity: 83+-2d (2.7 v/m)
Power RMS/Max: 75/200 watts
Optimal sound design architecture to enhance nesting frequency of swiftlets
Easy to Fit and Install
Optimal Acoustic Configuration
Encourage Greater Number of Nests per tweeter
Honey-combed interior Structure Allows for Greater wear and tear
Long Lasting
Solid and Dimpled Exterior allows for easy Harvesting of Nests
Concave Dimension sllows for Larger and Thicker Nests to be formed
Right-angled inner back helps solve pest problems and space wastage amongst corner planks.
No more fungus and Mold problems
No maintenance required
Minimum Order Quantity: 50 sets
Accessories:Screws for installation are provided
th

CALL US TODAY for a very special promotional price in conjunction with our 36th Year Anniversary
Celebrations.
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